
Frontline Sundays
Small Group Discussion Guide

Find the corresponding service plans and sermon 
notes at licc.org.uk/frontlinesundays

Each session guides a group through the theme of that Sunday’s sermon and film, 
studying the Bible passage, exploring it in-depth, and praying for one another. A 
reminder summary of the sermon is included so everyone can join the discussion, 
even if they missed it on Sunday. You’ll want to tailor your discussions to your own 
group dynamic and encourage each participant to take notes and capture prayer 
needs. We trust the discussion will lead to a deeper shared understanding of one 
another’s frontlines and their potential for the Kingdom of God.

Frontline Sunday 1: All the difference in the world

Frontline Sunday 2: Wherever we are

Frontline Sunday 3: Whatever we do

Frontline Sunday 4: Whoever we are

Frontline Sunday 5: Together we grow
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F R O N T L I N E  S U N D A Y  5

TOGETHER WE GROW

Aim
To remind us that we need one another if we are going to be fruitful when we are 
apart and consider ways in which the ongoing life of your small group can stay 
attentive to one another’s frontlines.

Recall your Sunday theme
Pray to start, then read Hebrews 10:19–25, and briefly recall the sermon together, 
asking what stuck with each person.

Sermon reminder

The sermon reminded us that we, as churches, help each other hold on to hope 
together by focusing on God, spurring one another to good works, and meeting 
together consistently. By drawing near to God, focusing on Jesus, we are renewed 
as we remind one another of our baptism vows – ‘our bodies being washed with 
pure water.’ We also spur one another to good works. The word that translates as 
‘spur’ or ‘incite’ or ‘provoke’ is a strange word to link with ‘love and good works’ 
but its strength suggests the importance of helping one another live our faith on 
our frontlines. The writer to the Hebrews recognised that we can help one another 
by not allowing each other to give up – to keep the challenge before us and keep 
going. Our scattered and gathered lives are irrevocably connected. Together we 
remind one another of the core of our faith and its implications for the whole of life. 
Gathered church is where we are taught, guided, changed, challenged, equipped, 
encouraged, loved, and commissioned. Then our discipleship is lived out in our 
scattered frontline contexts.
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Explore and discuss further
Take about 15 minutes on each section: question one and the film, reflection on the 
series, and exploring the future. Then use the remaining time for prayer and/or 
commissioning.

 1 The early church to whom Hebrews was written seem to have been tempted 
to stop meeting. Maybe their previous way of life seemed attractive again, 
maybe being out of step with society was getting difficult, or maybe they were 
just busy. When have you been tempted to give up on meeting together? What 
has kept you going? What is the best thing about gathering as Christians?

Watch the film

Watch Film 5 – Together (licc.org.uk/frontlinesundays) and discuss what struck 
each person.

Reflect on your Frontline Sundays

 2 Take time to reflect on the Frontline Sundays series as a whole. 
What have you learnt about yourself? What have you learnt about 
one another? What have you been reminded of about God?

 3 What has become clearer about the relationship between the gathered 
and scattered life of your church? What is more challenging now?

 4 What stories have you shared with one another that have most encouraged you?

Explore how you can continue encouraging one another

 5 Hebrews 10:24 encourages us to ‘to spur one another toward 
love and good deeds’. How could your Sunday gatherings 
keep linking with your Monday to Saturday lives?

 6 What can you do as a group to ensure that you keep encouraging 
one another to be fruitful in your everyday lives?

 7 What’s the one thing you don’t want to lose from this series?
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Close in prayer
Allow each person in the group to share something they are praying for on their 
frontline. Take time to pray together about these. You may wish to commission, or 
re-commission, one another for your life on your frontline. If so, you might use this 
commissioning prayer.

A simple commissioning prayer

We commit ourselves to the Lord’s service, in response to his call on our lives.

As a group, we pledge ourselves to sustained prayer and encouragement for (name).

We will join together in supporting you as you obey the commission of God.

May the Holy Spirit guide and strengthen you; that in this and in all things you will 
know Christ and seek to make him known, to the glory of God the Father. Amen.



Love Frontline Sundays? 
Looking for your next study?
 
Fruitfulness on the Frontline

Explore practical steps to take on your frontlines – a great follow-on from 
Frontline Sundays. Fruitfulness on the Frontline is a film-based small group 
course exploring six facets of being fruitful for Christ in everyday life.

It is available either digitally or in print and DVD. You can also learn about 
the 6Ms by reading the book Fruitfulness on the Frontline.

See licc.org.uk/fruitfulness

The Gateway Seven

Study a book of the Bible with a frontline perspective. The Gateway Seven 
series covers seven books of the Bible that we can use as a gateway to 
understanding seven different kinds of biblical writing – wisdom, law, 
letters, prophecy, narrative, gospel, and apocalyptic. Proverbs is available 
now. 1 Peter (a good follow-on from session one) and Exodus are coming 
later in 2019. Ezekiel, Ruth, Mark, and Revelation arrive in 2020–21.

See licc.org.uk/gatewayseven

We’d love you to stay in touch with LICC
Sign up for our monthly round-up email with news of our latest resources, articles, and events. 
You can also receive our Word for the Week Bible reflections, Connecting with Culture blog emails, 
or quarterly mailings with new resource samples, news, and insight – sign up on licc.org.uk

 
Through research, teaching, writing, and consulting, The London Institute for 
Contemporary Christianity works to equip churches and empower individuals to 
serve God in their Monday to Saturday lives.

 
+44 (0) 20 7399 9555 mail@licc.org.uk facebook.com/LICCLtd @LICCLtd LICC Ltd is a registered charity no. 286102


